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The social factors that determine the behavior, the way of thinking and the decision making of various people are known and have also been imprinted in historical data. Social re-combinations have rapidly led to a social mess in educational fields like Hospitals and Universities. This social mismatch is a huge problem for Hospitals and Universities nowadays.

What kinds of people have been combined to create the current opinion mapping in Universities and Hospitals? We will see them one by one.

1. The Successors/ Scientists without motivation and personalities with a huge Ego
In many countries, nepotistic criteria are very important for the medical careers in Universities and public Hospitals. Sons and daughters of powerful and influential people are the successors of the best positions!

These persons may be qualified or maybe not. They usually are under-qualified because they never needed to study hard. They do not have the motivation to fight for a position at a University or a Hospital, because in very young age they met the success in everything. The success was ready before they even think about fighting. Their creativity is hypotonic and their curriculum vitae is full of studies they never participated in; they received the co-authorship as a routine procedure. They don’t usually like to help others: not if they don’t receive something beforehand. Their ego is hyperthrophic because they believe that good career belongs to them a priori, either we like it or not. They are not willing to help anyone if he does not behave to them like kings.

2. The Successors’ husbands and wives
They are what we call “smart guys”. They may be qualified or not. They know well how the system works and they sell everything in order to get a good career. They fall in love with everyone who can get them a good position. Before getting married, they usually have been frustrated by the system.

These people may have a good career after they get into the system. They may help young scientists because they feel that they might have a better personal life if they didn’t have to combine their “supernatural strength”. So, people who just get married to successors of professors and directors are usually good looking, with high income (if not very beautiful), polite and know to hide their deep feelings and thoughts. Many of them get a divorce when their career is out of danger.

3. The “Mafia workers”
They are never qualified. They are good in killing people scientifically. They work for the successors and their kin as workers who collect information, distribute lies and propagate slander for their enemies.

These persons get a position in a relatively advanced age. Their IQ is not so high, but their real suffering is the extremely low emotional IQ. You are very unlucky if you are scientist and you have to work close to them. They can destroy you in 2-3 months.

They are recurrent liars and they will not help anybody during their career. Their exact lack of qualifications is balanced with their servile behavior towards their supervisors. They behave like dogs.

They don’t really offer anything to science, as they act like mafia workers during their whole “career”. They keep positions in Universities and Hospitals that are absolutely empty in reality, because they cannot offer anything of educational value.

4. The good scientists who were conformed with the “government of Nepotism” in their country
These are good scientists who want desperately to get a position in a University or a Hospital and offer free services to Professors for succeeding in life. For example, they may accept to offer a whole book they wrote to their Professor - and I just do not need to refer to their studies that are in practice shared to co-authors of the categories 1 to 3 - in order to satisfy the Professor’s wish!

They are not good looking enough to succeed a marriage with a professor’s successor. They are coming from families of middle social class but with an income that is relatively high and can support them for the years they are running after the professors and their families.

They don’t harm other scientists as category 3 does, but they are willing to give a large part of their scientific work to their professor, in order to get the job. They might help some